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Greek Myths CD
I was so lucky this week to receive a new CD that tells the stories of
some of the Greek myths through story and song. It happened to be a
bit of a harder day for me, and I was the only one in the kitchen making
dinner which actually doesn't happen that often, when the cd came so I
went ahead and put it in the CD player. I LOVED it! It made me so
happy. I really like Helen Slater's approach to the myths, in the
beginning she talks about why the Greeks had these myths and how the
myths helped them to understand the world around them and explain
so many things. Her explanation is set to happy, uplifting music, and
then after each story or part of a story she sings a song to go along with
it and it was just so refreshing and fun. My spirits were instantly lifted,
and it makes me happy just thinking about the songs now. My husband
and kids all wanted to know what it was and we all enjoyed it and have
listened to it a few times. I have a greater appreciation for the Greek
myths now and I feel like I understand them a little better because of
the CD. One of the songs is called "It's Never Nice to be Mean", and it
goes along with the story of Echo and Narcissus when Narcissus was so
mean to Echo and then Nemesis sings this song to Narcissus. One of the
most valuable things I think I can teach my children is to always be
kind, and apparently the Greeks also thought that was a good lesson to
learn, but I didn't really realize that lesson was there in the myths until
this CD. So I even incorporated this particular story and song into our
family home evening lesson this week which was on kindness. It's nice
to have different ways to share the stories, I am going to have to buy
another D'Laires Greek myths book for the kids and brush up on it ( our
first book was very loved and pretty much in pieces now). Very fun and
very fun to be learning Greek along with it, really a fresh approach to
the old myths. A big thumbs up from me! Here is the website if you'd
like more info!: http://helenslater.com/moag/
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